SUCCESS!: CMS Students

2012 MS Theses
Adam Brame
Chris Dufore
Darren Dunlap
Mark Hartman
Bridgit Mathers
Sheila O’Dea
Lindsay Flynn
Ryan Lloyd
Benjamin Ross
Daniel Sensi

2012 PhD Dissertations
Heather Broadbent
Gregory Ellis
Cheska Burleson
Laura Lorenzoni
Melanie Parker
Digna Rueda De Romero
Carrie Wall
Daniel Otis
Peter Simard
Student Recognition

Dominika Wojcieszek

- GSA Graduate Student Research Award
Student Recognition

Erica Ombres

- National Sea Grant College Program Dean John A. Knauss Marine Policy Fellowship
Dinorah Chacin

• 2012 NSF Graduate Research Fellow
Student Recognition

Tasha Snow

- Integrated Ocean Drilling Program (IODP) Schlanger Fellowship
- Charles H. Bussmann Graduate Scholarship from the Marine Technology Society
- 2013 NSF Graduate Research Fellow
Student Recognition

Maria Vega-Rodriguez

- NASA Earth & Science Fellowship
Ileana Freytes-Ortiz

- USF College of Marine Science/Sloan Endowed Bridge Fellowship
- 2013 NSF Graduate Research Fellow
Student Recognition

Michelle Guitard

- 2013 Honorable Mention NSF Graduate Research Fellow
Student Recognition

Matthew McCarthy

- The Hydrographic Society of America’s National Scholarship
- NOAA Walter B. Jones Memorial Award for Excellence in Coastal and Marine Graduate Study
Student Recognition

Kristy Deak and Brittany Hall

- Fish Florida Scholarship for Graduate Studies
Brittany Leigh

- Accepted to ASSEMBLE (Association of European Marine Biological Laboratories) program to study in Berlin, Germany with top microbial ecologist.
Adrienne George

- Earned an NSF EAPSI Fellowship to conduct coral reef disease research in Taiwan
Student Recognition

Holly Rolls

- The cooperative Ecosystem Studies Units (CESU) Network Research Grant
Student Recognition

Paul Suprenand
• Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution Travel Grant, Ankara, Turkey, ClimECO3 workshop in ecosystem modeling at the Middle Eastern Technical University
Mary Abercrombie
• Outstanding Student Presentation Award, Ocean Sciences 2012, Salt Lake City, UT
Student Recognition

Erin Symonds
- USF Challenge Grant Recipient
- Sustainable Water Management Research Experience in Bolivia, Research Fellowship
Student Recognition

Julie Galkiewicz

- 2012 Outstanding Dissertation Award, USF Graduate School
Student Recognition

Elizabeth Brown
• Awarded the Winifred Goldring Award by the Association for Women Geoscientists and the Paleontological Society
Natasha Mendez-Ferrer
• Joseph A. Cushman Student Research Award by the Cushman Foundation for Foraminiferal Research
Student Recognition

Ben Ross

- Outstanding Graduate Student Poster by the Atmospheric and Oceanographic Sciences Section at the 76th Florida Academy of Sciences Meeting
2012 Length of Service Awards
5 Years Of Service

College of Marine Science

Jason Lenes
Research Associate

College of Marine Science
10 Years Of Service

College of Marine Science

Jennifer Wolny
Research Associate

Holly Peterson
Purchasing Coordinator

Ethan Goddard
Research Associate

Jeff Scudder
Engineer
15 Years Of Service

College of Marine Science

Jim Patten
Director and Software Engineer
20 Years Of Service

College of Marine Science

Paula Rhodes
Professor
30 Years Of Service

College of Marine Science

John Paul
Distinguished Professor
35 Years Of Service

College of Marine Science

Bob Byrne
Distinguished Professor

College of Marine Science
Bye Bye, we will miss you!

Jose Torres

College of Marine Science

University of South Florida
We made it another year!

• Be sure to come back for the giant squid talk at 3:30

• And Spring Fling at 5 pm on the MSL Front Lawn
Questions & Comments...